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Social Media and
your

professional
profiles

Why might this be helpful as you come to the end of your PhDs?

• Help you to consider your professional web presence that you can take forward

• Start to build your networks, which could help with:

• Identifying collaborative opportunities

• Disseminating your work and findings to likeminded scholars

• Early notification of job opportunities

• Deciding your next career move
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What we’ll look at today

• Your Social Media and Media Presence

• How to build your networks via social media

• Getting ready to leave your institution and retain your professional media

presence

Review your online presence

< University profile

< Twitter

< Images – first two from twitter

< LinkedIn

< Nottingham.academia.edu – I didn’t
create this

< Not me!
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University Profile - example

www.nottingham.ac.uk/humanities/departments/history/people/sarah.badcock
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Building a Network using Twitter / Social Media

A clear Profile

Replies /
engaging

in
conversa

tion

Retweets

Original
tweets Updated regularly

Managing time and resisting procrastination!
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Growing followers

• You may gain followers as a result of engaging in a conversation

• If you follow people, they will often follow you back

• Promote your social media account at every opportunity, eg include it on
your email signature, blog (if you blog), conference slides, etc

• Share links to your publications and tag the publisher so they can retweet

• Live-tweeting at conferences – conferences often have their own twitter
handles or hashtags – use them and follow them

• Taking part in live Twitter chats

• Brief description
• Tags journal
• Links to article
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• Tags co-authors / contributors
• Uses conference hashtag
• Tags conference Twitter account
• Photo adds personal touch

Finding people to connect with

• Your local networks:
• The University
• Your School/Department
• The Research Group(s) you belong to
• Your Supervisors

• Look at who they follow and who follows them

• Have a look at the ‘recommended’ bar that Twitter produces on the right hand
side of the page

• Knowledge Exchange Unit at UK Parliament: @UKParl_Research

• Have a look at lists followed by people you like (e.g. @LSEImpactBlog)
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Using Academic hashtags to find conversations

• Many brilliant examples of engaging academic and research related hashtags (#)
on Twitter:

• #acwri
• #ecrchat
• #phdchat
• #highered
• #AcademicTwitter
• #scholarsunday
• #acadowntime
• #phd

Twitter – example account

https://twitter.com/ThomsonPat

Note:
• Profile & images
• The balance of content
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A word about sensitive topics

Some research isn’t right for social media

Some projects will have a requirement that your work isn’t discussed via social
media

It may be that some of your work is OK to talk about and some isn’t – and you’ll
have to use your judgment, so

- Talk to your supervisors and peers

- Look at what similar scholars do

- If in doubt – be cautious!

But what about after you leave the university?

• Think about your email account & be prepared for when it will close

• Divert emails to a new account

• Investigate if your institution offers an alumni email service

• Out of office message explaining you have left & how to find you now

• New account with a sensible address! E.g. firstname.surname@.....

• LinkedIn https://uk.linkedin.com/

• Academia.edu https://www.academia.edu/

• ResearchGate https://www.researchgate.net/

• OrcID https://orcid.org/
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LinkedIn

• Like an online CV with interactive options
• Create your personal profile, then start adding ‘connections’
• You can then start to see ‘connections of connections’ as people are

suggested to you by the site as potential links.
• You can then send them invitations to link (& they you)

< This is a list of
connections, and
suggested connections

LinkedIn
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Academia.Edu

• Create a profile
• Add ‘interests’
• Add publications
• Link to co-authors
• Receive messages

• Further functions are
available behind a
paywall

ResearchGate

• Create a profile,
follow and get
followed

• Receive and send
messages

• Access and share full
copies of open
access papers /
publications

• Search by person or
topic
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OrcID (https://orcid.org/)

Making your content more accessible

• Be mindful of users of screen reading software:
• Use accurate punctuation
• CapitaliseEachWordInAHashtag

• Enable Image descriptions in Twitter
• Settings & privacy > Accessibility >
• tick ‘compose image descriptions’

• Resource: www.rnib.org.uk/rnibconnect/image-descriptions-twitter-a-quick-
guide
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Summary

• Consider how your online profiles will look to a potential
employer or collaborator

• If you’re going to create/use social media, make sure you can
update it regularly – there’s no point having millions of out of
date profiles – better to have a smaller number that you can
keep up to date

• Don’t spend loads of time on it – maybe a few minutes each
day or every other day

• Engage, converse and debate to build your networks naturally


